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Mission
Spending money on gym memberships, diet plans, and 
personal trainers has unfortunately become a standard for 
adult health. Instead of trying to reverse the years of unhealthy 
habits, Crossfit Teens focuses on targeting the youth by 
promoting the development of healthy habits and lifestyles 
early so they can continue the same habits into adulthood. 



Research
What do they do?

•Promote healthier lifestyles to the youth in 
order to prevent developing unhealthy 
lifestyles that carry into adulthood and 
need to be reversed later on. 

Who do they help?

•Teenagers looking to get fit and learn 
more about nutrition.

•Ages 13-17

•All genders, races, religions, etc. 

What does the brand want to promote?

•Inclusivity 

•Innovation

•Professionalism

What should be included in the design?

•It is a fresh idea executed by a 
professional team that targets a younger 
demographic, so the design needs to be a 
balance of the youthful inventiveness of 
the brand and the audience without losing 
its clean, professional qualities.



Inspiration & Conceptualizing
Words

•Fun

•Innovative

•Fresh

•Inclusive

•Professional

•Youthful

•Modern

ImagesDesign Elements

•Color scheme that is 
sophisticated but still includes 
pops of bright, energetic colors.

•Minimal layout and typeface so 
it’s easy to navigate and fitting to 
the modern concept.

•All aspects of the design need to 
be ambiguous to race, gender, 
etc. to support the inclusivity of 
the brand. 



Moodboard



Brandboard

#14293b #8dc750 #48ade2
FONT

SUBMARKS

VARIANT LOGOS

COLORS

LOGO

KNOCKOUT LOGOS
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Strategy
The main goal for the web design was to 
ensure that the navigation of the layout 
was not only clean to fit the modern and 
sophisticated elements of the brand, but 
to make it simple for teenagers or their 
parents to find both information about 
the programs and how to sign up for 
them. 
•For the landing page, it was important 
that the photographs and copy 
embodied the main messages the 
brand wants to communicate. There 
also needed to be quick access to the 
places the audience can sign up if they 
don’t need the information. For the 
about page, it was necessary that the 
same messages carried over so that it is 
clearly associated with the founders of 
the brand and the rest of the team.



Prototype

https://invis.io/N7ZNEL6VHQJ#/439662134_Prototype_1

https://invis.io/N7ZNEL6VHQJ#/439662134_Prototype_1


Outcomes
This entire project for the semester has been one that has been out of my comfort zone. 
I haven’t worked much with UX and UI concepts in design yet and the process of 
branding an organization/program from “scratch” was something entirely new for me. 
From it, I have learned the significance of consistency and simplicity. The website taught 
me to focus first on the logistics of the layout and it’s functionality before getting picky 
with the design, something that took me some time to get used to. It was difficult to 
create a website layout or a logo that didn’t feel too simple or something that’s been 
done before, but the truth is that most things have already been done before. Due to 
this, the project  was also a liberating as it allowed me to break free from that worry of 
being “unique” and instead focus on the fundamentals of design. Overall, the process 
from start to finish has been a large leap away from what I normally do, so I’m happy to 
have this experience and to add this project to my portfolio. 



Thank You.


